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The Bowen Island Eco–Alliance 
   is a non-profit organisation dedicated to community

 service and preservation of Bowen Island’s natural environment.
Visit our website: www.ecoalliance.ca.
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The central policy making body of the Island’s Trust – 
the 26 member Trust Council – will convene on Bowen 
Island from September 14 to 16. Island residents are 
invited to attend the public sessions to be held at 
Cates Hill Chapel. 

The Trust Council is crucial to our island’s governance 
and quality of life. The council sets the broad direction 
for all the thirteen major islands in the Trust, including 
Bowen. Our island’s new draft Official Community Plan 
(OCP) must be consistent with Trust Council’s policy 
structure for the Trust-wide area. And Bowen Island 
voters are involved in creating those policies through 
our locally elected trustees Nerys Poole and Alison 
Morse, who represent our island on the Trust Council. 
These two individuals are also 
elected to Bowen’s municipal 
council and so do double time in 
the community’s interest. 

Agenda Items for 
Bowen Island
The Trust Council will have two 
major pieces of business at the 
upcoming meeting. One will 
be a joint session with Bowen 
municipal council to approve an 
updated Protocol Agreement 
outlining the procedures by which 
the Trust’s executive committee 
reviews our island’s bylaws before 
they are adopted. The council 
will also consider a report on the 
issue of food security within the 
Trust area. The report outlines the 
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It is common place to say that Bowen Island’s Official 
Community Plan (OCP) is a “vision for the future”, but 
really it is more practical than that. The updated OCP 
will issue instructions from the public to our elected 
council about what we want to maintain or change 
about this community. By provincial law, the council 
cannot deviate from the OCP; it sets a course they 
must follow, and that is why those instructions need 
to be clear and precise. 

The current draft OCP text and maps still need 
improvement for consistency and clarity before a 
public hearing for final approval this fall. There is 
much in the document of value, but also various 

policies that give only vague guidance. For example, 
the permitted forms of tourist accommodations are 
the same as those from the previous OCP, and include 
“small inn”, “guest house”, “lodge” and “hostel”. But 
the crucial density and character descriptions for each 
accommodation type have been dropped from the 
new text. Previously, an inn could have a maximum of 
20 rooms in one building; now into the foreseeable 
future, it will be left for developers to define the 
meaning. By seeking to simplify the previous OCP, the 
steering committee has also undermined some of the 
comprehensive depth of the earlier document. 

situation on each of the islands from the perspective of 
local food production and provides recommendations 
on how community policies and land use bylaws can 
encourage local food initiatives. That session is from 
1:00 to 3:45 pm on September 14th (Tuesday) at Cates 
Hill Chapel.  

This subject is of real interest among Bowen Islanders 
who have flocked to the annual “Bowfeast” celebration 
and are joining the Bowen Agricultural Alliance 
(BAA) in great numbers. (See their website: www.
bowenagalliance.ca). 

The Bowen Island Eco-Alliance has made its own 
contribution to the local food cause by urging that two 

Bowen Welcomes the Islands Trust Council
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An Earthy Green Oasis A New Park 
for Bowen 
Island?
For over a generation, in the face of a global ecological 
crisis that will define our time in history, many dedicated 
people have committed themselves to preserving and 
protecting the wild natural beauty of this island, so near 
to Vancouver. It has been a way to make a difference in 
the world.    

Ever since residents petitioned the provincial 
government for Bowen Island to join the newly formed 
Islands Trust in 1974, the mandate of that organization, 
if not its sometimes vexatious political structure, has 
inspired local environmental activism. It is now thirty six 
years later, and during this time an environmental land 
ethic has become deeply ingrained in the island’s home 
grown culture. 

That land ethic is asserting itself again over the question 
of a national park. 

We at the Eco-Alliance hope that such a park can be 
tailored to fit the Bowen community but like other 
residents we are full of questions and concerns. However, 
just as our members have been fully engaged in the 
public process of updating the island’s OCP, we are also 
fully committed to exploring the idea of a national park 
thoroughly, and to sharing our views with our members 
and the community at large. 

Cape Roger Curtis
Cape Roger Curtis needs to be included in the 
park. The Parks Canada press release of July 23rd, 
announcing the feasibility assessment of the island’s 
potential for park status, remarks that Bowen Island 
is considered to have “the richest coastal bluff 
ecosystem on the east coast of the Strait of Georgia”. 
Every environmental study has concluded that the 
best example of that undisturbed costal bluff is found 
at Cape Roger Curtis. In Parks Canada’s question and 
answer section on the municipality’s website about 

new policies be added to Bowen’s draft OCP: to create 
an agricultural advisory committee to ensure “that food 
is at the table” of our local government; and to develop 
a public market for sale of local food products. (See 
policy 199 in the draft OCP).  

How We Benefit from the 
Islands Trust
The Trust Council has on many occasions used its 
influence with the provincial government to benefit our 
island. A few years ago, for example, the council was 
instrumental in halting the issuing of mining claims in 
the Trust area. As well, our municipal council depends 
on mapping of environmentally sensitive areas that 
is produced by the Islands Trust for the whole Trust 
area. And the Trust’s conservation arm, the Trust Fund, 
led the process that recently preserved Bowen’s Fairy 

…continued on page 2
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Earthy Green Oaisis                  continued…

Managing Residential Growth 
Still, on the issue of residential development, the draft 
OCP has been more faithful to the growth management 
policies of the past. One of the principles of the plan 
is that the overall number of primary dwelling units 
anticipated in the 1996 OCP will remain the same. For 
years now, planning on Bowen Island has envisioned a 
limited amount of future residential growth, called the 
“build-out”. The local government then administers 
gradual phased development consistent with that build-
out. 

There is however, one significant difference between 
the previous OCP and the new draft text. Since 2007, the 
municipality has allowed almost all homes on the island 
to also operate a residential suite. By holding the future 
residential build-out to the number of “primary dwelling 
units” anticipated in the previous OCP, the new document 
is expressly not including suites. 

The build-out for suites is essentially being added to the 
number of dwelling units that was anticipated in the 1996 OCP. 

The most creative innovation in the new OCP is the 
idea of creating a “public density bank”. If a private land 
owner chooses to subdivide at a density that is below 
the level envisioned in the OCP for his or her property, 

the community could reallocate the unused density for 
that property to elsewhere on the island, perhaps to 
build affordable housing in Snug Cove. The benefit is that 
new development is re-directed away from the island’s 
forested hinterland and into already settled village areas. 
At the same time, the overall number of dwelling units 
remains the same as that which is anticipated in the OCP 
build-out. 

As well as policies to limit the extent of future 
development, the draft OCP also includes direction 
for managing both the rate of growth and the form and 
character of that growth. For Snug Cove, the document 
retains the same residential building limits that are found 
in the 2005 Snug Cove Village Plan (SCVP). However, 
the permitted height of buildings, which is 2.5 storeys in 
the SCVP, is increased to 3 storeys in the draft text. And 
while the SCVP stated that new multi-family housing shall 
be either “townhouses” or “row housing”, the draft OCP 
includes a broader range of housing forms.

A Mixed Record on 
Environmental Protection
In environmental policies, there is both progress and 
retreat in the updated text. Development permits (DPs) 
are the established method for guiding development 
toward more benign land use impacts. While the previous 
OCP has a Watershed and Streams DP Area, the new 
document broadens the scope of environmental DPs to 
now include “environmentally sensitive areas (ESAs)”, 
using sensitive ecosystems inventory mapping produced 
by the province and the Islands Trust. There remain some 
problems however, with the proposed DP system for 
environmental protection. 

The previous OCP makes clear that a DP is required 
before any “land alteration” occurs, as well as before land 
is subdivided or built on. The proposed OCP says only 
that a DP “may” be required when there is an application 
“to subdivide, build or alter an existing building”. By tying 

Fen (a rare form of wetland near Cape Roger Curtis), 
and protected the “Lieben” property, (site of an artists 
colony in Eaglecliffe in the early twentieth century).

In fact, taxpayers on many of the other islands enjoy 
a Trust initiated system of property tax reductions in 
return for placing a conservation covenant on all or 

part of their property. The initiative, called the Natural 
Areas Protection Tax Exemption Program, should be 
implemented here as well. 

Drop in on the Trust Council proceedings and see 
for yourself how an important part of Bowen Island’s 
governance works.       



the feasibility assessment, (see www.bimbc.ca), here 
is what they say about private lands and the park: 

“While Parks Canada is not in a position at this time 
to purchase private lands, the potential role of 
private lands in protecting the natural and cultural 
resource values on the island will be considered 
during the assessment. The potential for some lands 
to be acquired through a third party, or by donation 
will also be considered”.

The Eco-Alliance sees this statement by Parks Canada 
as a strong starting point. The Memorandum of 
Understanding that already exists between the Cape 
Roger Curtis Trust Society and The Land Conservancy of 
BC can be a springboard for broader collaboration with 
other environmental non-government organizations. 
Creative avenues, including tax incentives for ecological 
gifting, need to be explored. The case for including all 
or part of Cape Roger Curtis in a park is so strong we are 
confident that partners can be found.  

Dealing with Tourism 
Tourism would be part of our obligation as host community 
of a national park but that obligation has existed since the 
creation of Crippen Park and it is implicit in our role within 
the Islands Trust. Inappropriate development proposals 
have imperiled our community’s quality of life far more 
than visitors to the island. The fortunate fact is that the 
impacts of tourism can be mitigated by better governance 
over the island`s land use.  

In this regard, the first imperative would be a carefully 
written management agreement between the 
municipality and Parks Canada concerning the types 
of land use that would be allowed in different areas of 
the park. Parks Canada uses a system of five land use 
zones. Land management ranges from strict conservation 
in some places to areas designated for recreation or 
camping facilities.

The second key to a successful park would be through 
prudent management of the island economy. The 
municipal council should clarify in its zoning regulations 
an important distinction between the ``service 
commercial economy`` of goods and services by island 
residents for each other, and the “tourist commercial 
economy”, which serves primarily visitors. 

That aspect of the island economy that is based on 
using local resources to meet local needs provides 
the best measure of appropriate scale and fit with 
which to evaluate all commercial activity. This aspect 
of our economy needs to be identified, encouraged 

New Park for Bowen                  continued… 

Islands Trust                             continued… 

the DP process only to the municipal permit application 
procedure, it could conceivably allow a land owner to cut 
down all his or her trees, even on steep slopes, before 
making any application to the municipality. 

There is also a problem over protection of streams. The 
new text adheres to the minimum standard set by the BC 
government’s Riparian Areas Regulation by requiring an 
impact study by a “Qualified Environmental Professional 
(QEP)” to determine appropriate setbacks for all fish-
bearing streams. For “non-fish bearing streams”, however, 
a DP “may not be required, subject to confirmation of 
a QEP”. This is a major retreat from the previous OCP 
where all streams are protected by mandatory setbacks, 
and a “stream” is clearly defined in the OCP glossary to 
specifically exclude “constructed ditches”. 

Overall a Positive Direction
Despite the need for some corrections before final 
approval, Bowen’s updated OCP articulates a new 
direction for the island. Under its guidance, we can 
anticipate new forms of development where more native 
vegetation is retained along roadways and within land 
parcels; and where there is less development in outlying 
areas as building potential is transferred into Snug Cove 
and Seymour Bay. 

The challenge of the future will be how to construct 
rural villages with close-by amenities, including 
neighbourhood vegetable plots, and a mix of market and 
non-market multi-family housing. Conservation of the 
natural greenery will need to be an important element in 
planning for Snug Cove.

An updated OCP will give us the tools to keep all of 
Bowen Island the kind of true community that people 
want. If we adhere to the values of the OCP, we can 
become closer to nature and to each other, even as the 
population grows.   

and nurtured. Goods and services “by islanders for 
each other” strengthen the social fabric while building 
prosperity. Home based businesses, which are promoted 
in our OCP, are the bedrock for such island-centred 
commerce, but the sector also includes that segment of 
all local businesses that serve the needs of residents, as 
well as visitors. 

In contrast, a community loses its authenticity when 
a tourist orientation smothers the locally-centered 
economy. The irony is that those who indiscriminately 
advocate development to “boost the economy” are 
counterproductive to their own cause. Studies show 
that travelers increasingly want to feel that they are 
participating in a true community when they visit a 
place. If visitor accommodations are kept small-scale 
and diffused as at present, the island experience for 
visitors is enhanced, and the benefits to residents are 
broadly shared. Bowen Island, so far, has kept commercial 
development to a level that encourages locally owned 
and operated businesses. Other jurisdictions are seeing 
the advantage of this approach. Tofino, for example, has 
recently passed a bylaw that prohibits chain stores. 

A park may increase the commercial pressure, but it 
could also heighten a sense of pride in local affairs and 
encourage greater involvement in decision making by 
the community. Commercial development, including 
the extent of tourist accommodation, is governed by our 
municipal council through democratic input. The Eco-
Alliance has for years fought for slow growth on the island 
and the defense of nature. We don’t expect that struggle 
will end if there is a larger park.     

The island’s economy (its character, its scale) is too 
important to be left only to the Chamber of Commerce. 
The OCP currently delegates to the Bowen Island Arts 
Council the leadership in directing “arts and culture 
based community economic development”. This 
direction, focusing on eco-tourism and arts retreats, is 
fully compatible with a larger park.  

Through a careful management agreement with Parks 
Canada, and with prudent leadership by our municipal 
council, a national park has the potential to deepen the 
island’s sense of community identity. A larger park should 
build on Bowen’s existing strength - as a place where 
nature and culture converge. We need only to share our 
abundance, not to sell it.  



A steep section of the shoreline of Cape Roger Curtis
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hitchhiking will also likely continue. 

Ride-sharing programs have been successful in many 
other places, including Pender Island, Mayne Island, 
Parksville, San Francisco and Washington, D.C., to 
name just a few. On Pender Island, an organizing 
group fundraised to purchase the car stop signs, 
which look just like regular Ministry of Transport 
highway signs. LIFT is hopeful that BIM will pay for 
the signs for our car stops, which would be located 
at obvious intersections where routes split off and 
where shoulders are big enough for cars to safely pull 
over. 

Other areas have also developed a ride-share 
“etiquette” that includes such things (for riders) as 
not changing the driver’s choice of music and (for 
drivers) being able to give priority to friends who are 
not the first in line at the car stop. There is also never 
an obligation to give or accept a ride that you don’t 
feel good about. 

The goal of this program is to find a simple, Bowen-
style solution to reduce our carbon footprint, make 
it easier to get around the Island and use cars less. 
It is also a good way to reduce the wear and tear 
on our roads and reduce our demand for parking in 
Snug Cove. Aside from that, this will give us all an 

Have you ever looked at the number of single 
occupant cars going on or off the ferry and thought 
what a waste that was? Perhaps you’ve needed a 
ride and looked around the ferry in vain for someone 
you felt comfortable asking? Well a group of Bowen 
Islanders is doing something about that. Robert 
Ballantyne, Fitch Cady, Will Husby, Rosemary Knight, 
and Ron Woodall are launching a project called LIFT, 
which will stand for either

Linking 
Islanders 
For 
Transportation

or

Linking 
Island-
Friendly 
Transportation

It isyet to be decided. 

LIFT is modeled on the ride-sharing program on 
Pender Island. It links drivers with space with 
passengers who need a ride. And while hitchhiking 
is technically illegal (though this law is seldom 
enforced), offering someone a ride is not. 

LIFT had a table at BowFest and received 
overwhelmingly positive support. They handed out 
65 dashboard/ sun visor signs, which drivers display 
to indicate that they are offering a ride. The sign 
indicates which part of the Island the driver lives on. 
The program will start off small with willing drivers 
displaying their dash/visor signs on the ferry and in 
the Cove. If you want a ride, you simply look for a sign 
for your neighborhood and ask the driver for a lift. 

Eventually the program will expand to have 
designated car stops around the Island. Riders will 
wait at a car stop until a participating driver pulls over 
and gives them a ride. Of course, good old fashioned 

How to Reduce Your Carbon Footprint and 
Make New Friends Doing It! opportunity to meet our neighbors and increase our 

sense of community. 

I asked the group if it foresaw any risks associated 
with this program. They have spoken to ICBC and 
confirmed that as long as no money changes hands, 
a driver and all passengers are covered by regular 
car insurance. According to Rosemary Knight, the 
program was designed to “take advantage of the 
unique opportunities we have here on Bowen where 
ride-sharing is still considered safe and has long 
been part of life on Bowen”. It all goes back to the old 
adage of thinking globally and acting locally. 

For those who are worried that this will harm our bus 
system, the group has contacted Peter King of Bowen 
Transit to get his feedback. He thought it was a great 
idea and stated that he supported anything that 
increases our sense of community on Bowen Island.

Eventually, the group hopes that LIFT will expand 
to include rides into town and to cover all areas of 
Bowen. If you are interested in getting involved in 
this innovative program, you can email the group at: 
bowenlift@gmail.com. Also look for updates posted 
on the ferry and around town, or simply talk to one of 
the LIFT’s organizers. EcoAlliance thinks this is a great 
idea. We hope you will too. 



B l u e w a t e r
Drivers Wanted     Bowen Ride Sharing and Hitchhiking—Pilot/Experiment
Post this ride sharing sign on your sun visor or dashboard during times  – while on the ferry and around Bowen – when you’d like to let people know you’re willing to give a ride along the way to 
where you’re going.  You can use a magic marker/ crayon  to indicate the area you reside in within zone for your part of the island.  Example write  “Bowen Bay” under the Bluewater zone.

We know that less car use is better.  By giving lifts around Bowen drivers can reduce car use by making it easier for islanders not driving cars to get around.  Let’s discover that more islanders can 
leave vehicles at home and get around Bowen dependably.  Let’s make ride sharing and hitchhiking a completely normal way of community transportation on Bowen.  O� er and use lifts often.  

The Fine Print
It is lawful to o� er rides.  You are covered by ICBC for giving lifts – when you’re covered for normal carrying of passengers and you are sharing rides for free.  Therefore, give lifts freely.  Feel good.  Drive safely.  
Buckle up and make sure your passengers do too.   

fold here

An example of a Bowen LIFT dashboard/visor card.

The Bowen LIFT Booth at BowFest.

The Heart of the Island
Snug Cove is our gateway to the island, and is the 
immediate practical and sensory experience for 
everyone stepping off the ferry. The exhilaration of 
that experience lies in the welcoming treed arms that 
curve like an embrace as the ferry moves from the open 
ocean towards the dock. Awe and amazement is further 
augmented by the green vista of walkable forest that 
extends from the waterfall and salmon ladder to the 
borders of both Government Road and of Miller Road. 
Important community owned lands, Site 3 A & B form 
part of that forest as well. And, to the south, the vista 
includes Dorman Point, overhanging the marina and 
picnic grounds, with available hiking to a spectacular 
look out. The imagery includes the green-clad backdrop 
just beyond the crossroads of Government and Miller – 
(although, sadly, becoming denuded by development 
at the present time). 

To this day Bowen Island’s Snug Cove has provided 
residents and visitors alike with an opportunity to 

experience old-world charm, and rural ambience while 
meandering through shops and restaurants, or enjoying 
the natural amenities in an environment of marine and 
forested magnificence. The possible loss of this sense of 
existing special island atmosphere in the Cove needs to 
be carefully considered by all islanders. The imperative 
question is whether we want a true rural village, or an 
urban town at the entrance to this island. 

Since 2005, when the Snug Cove Village Plan 
amendment to the Official Community Plan was 
approved, the Cove has been neglected to the point 
that almost everyone is agreed that “beautification” 
or “revitalization” of the area is long overdue. As of 
August 21, 2010, our OCP Update was given first reading 
and it includes the Snug Cove Village Plan with some 
additions and, as well, sets out an outline (Policy 95) for 
a Snug Cove Implementation Plan. It includes colour-
coordinated mapping.

Participation from all members of the community is 
essential at this critical determining point in Bowen’s 
history. The decisions we make now will impact how 
development of the infrastructure and the build-out 
will determine the future look and feel of the island. 
That look and feel resides in whatever vision for 
the Cove dominates. Will it be a rejuvenated rural, 
green and nautical village, or be expanded to the 
periphery with urban or suburban structures? Have 
all community members had enough time to absorb 
and truly understand that what is confirmed in the 
Update now will describe the permanent reality of how 
Snug Cove will be developed, and thus how the natural 
environment there is to be protected? 

Just what is the population of the Snug Cove commercial 
core area now? Do we have a base number upon which 
to calculate the existing OCP’s projection of another 
180 units to be added? The Update also includes the 
little understood “density transfer” mechanism. With 
this construct firmly imbedded in the Update, is the 
possibility that implementation of this “tool” will raise 
the bar of population numbers considerably in the Cove 
as well as in the extended additional boundaries? 

…continued on page 4
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Membership
Become involved with Bowen’s oldest community group dedicated to the 
preservation and protection of Bowen’s unique natural and social setting. 
Membership benefits include informative speakers, opportunities to meet and 
network with like–minded Bowen Islanders, and a chance to become informed of 
and active in Bowen’s evolving community. 

Name:      

Email:      

Phone:

Address:

Membership Fee:  
   Single $10 Family $15

Please attach your cheque a return to: Bowen Island Eco–Alliance,       
Box A11, Bowen Island, BC V0N 1G0

1. Are you a new member of the Eco–Alliance?     
YES     NO 

2. Are, you renewing your membership with the Eco–Alliance?   
YES     NO 

3. Would you like to help with specific projects? Which issues?   

4. Do you have any other comments or suggestions you would like to make 
regarding the Eco–Alliance?

Are you drawn to Bowen Island’s natural beauty, abundant 
forests and island-community lifestyle? Would you be 
interested in preserving what you love about Bowen 
so your children’s children may also enjoy this tranquil 
haven?

We are the Bowen Island Eco-Alliance, Bowen’s oldest 
community service and environmental group. We are 
ordinary citizens, families, artists, writers and seniors who 
are deeply concerned about the rate of development 
and density on the island and wish to work toward greater 
protection and preservation of our natural landscapes.

Our organization has existed on Bowen Island for over 
fifty-six years. As times have changed so has our name 
and the issues we face. In the early years, we worked 
to get safe reliable ferry service, roads and schools. 
Since 1974, when locals requested that Bowen Island be 
included in the newly established Islands Trust, we have 
consistently supported the mandate of the Islands Trust.

In 1992, we became a registered non-profit society 
in Victoria, known as the Bowen Island Alliance. 
Our members, along with hundreds of others in the 
community contributed to the formation of Bowen Island’s 
latest Official Community Plan (OCP), which was formally 
adopted in 1996.

After Bowen Island became an island municipality within 
the Islands Trust, we have attempted to ensure that this 
new model of local government adheres to its unique 
responsibility to “preserve and protect” the island’s 
natural environment for future generations.

At the Annual General Meeting in February, 2002, the 
Bowen Island Alliance membership voted to modify the 
organization’s name to more clearly indicate the group’s 
activist environmental goals. The Bowen Island Eco-
Alliance was chosen as the new name. 

Members take pride in their involvement that year 
in bringing the community’s attention to major 

environmentally destructive changes to the OCP that the 
municipal council intended at the last minute to include 
as part of Bowen’s most important regulatory document, 
the Land Use Bylaw (LUB). We also spoke up at public 
meetings and in the Undercurrent when the developer for 
Cowan Point first proposed to build at densities almost 
twice those allowed in the OCP. After the developer 
backed down from that position, we remained publicly 
involved, recommending beneficial changes in the 
proposed bylaws for the land, up to and at the final Public 
Hearing in July, 2002. 

By adapting itself to changing needs over the years, the 
Bowen Island Eco-Alliance has remained committed to 
the island’s environment and serving the community. We 
seek to ensure that development on Bowen is consistent 
with the guiding principles of the OCP: maintenance of 
the intrinsic attraction, rural identity and sense of serenity 
of our island. 

We ask you to join us. Become a member and help keep 
Bowen Island beautiful. 



What is the Eco-Alliance? 

The community lands adjacent to Crippen Park, together 
with that protected parkland, could be described as 
literally the ‘goose that lays the golden eggs’. That 
standing forest, complimenting the Village of Snug Cove, 
is part of the total, immediately accessible, experience 
of the Bowen Island visit. Commercial enterprises here 
have benefited well from this, as groups and individuals 
have frequented both the natural and commercial 
facilities over the years. Thus, aesthetically, historically, 
environmentally, and practically this forested entrance 
can only increase in value and usefulness. It is an 
investment in the future of the island, gaining monetary 
as well as ecological value – its retention in perpetuity 
would be more progressive than its loss by building 
in such a way as to create an urban town entrance. 
Keeping the Cove forest green also means reducing our 
greenhouse gas right where we need to be most vigilant.

The future for Bowen is, actually, in our hands now. 
With a coordinated vision as our directive, and the OCP 
Update as our island-wide agreed upon blueprint, and 
with a spruce-up campaign to revitalize the Snug Cove 
Village, we have the opportunity to look to the future 
with new inspiration and enthusiasm and innovative 
pride. Perhaps with the opportunity to consider 
National Park status we can achieve this goal.

Land conservationist policies and stewardship with 
high-profile examples demonstrated here could be 
Bowen’s calling at this time in history. And, “the heart 
of the community” can continue to beat to the sound of 
sincere respect for people and the environment on this 
Gulf Island jewel.



Great Blue Herons regularly nest in Crippen Park within the boundaries of Snug Cove. This blue listed species 
has provincial protection mostly because its nesting areas are falling to urban development. Great Blue Herons 
nesting in Snug Cove show that our village is a combination of human habilitation and commerce and the 
natural world—a model for other small communities near large urban centres.

The photograph to the right shows a First Nations 
stone tool that was discovered in a small bay at 
Cape Roger Curtis. 

The discovery was made during a one-day 
field reconnaissance of the property, by an 
archeological research company as part of the 
CRC development  application process.  The 
research team also found a south-facing rock 
shelter site, with a stone hearth containing 
fragmented seashells.

Various First Nations` sites along Bowen`s south 
shore have been documented, including a 
meeting place that was described by Squamish 
Chief Khahtsahlano (``Kitsilano``) in J.S. Matthew`s 
book (1955) entitled Conversations with 
Khahtsahlano.  



The Squamish Coastline

Heart of the Island                   continued… 


